society, organization and political clout were bound to follow. What finally broke their power, was not only the cooperation between captains of industry and colluding politicians, however, but society's growing dependence on oil. Because of their relative geographical and practical isolation, oil's workforces -those who manned the oilrigs, built the pipelines and crewed on oil tankers -never organized as coalminers and railway workers had. The global nexus of political and economic power thereby shifted and carbon democracy took on the characteristics that continue to haunt us today.
Mitchell's analysis allows him to emphasize how it is that histories of production, distribution and use are inevitably also social, economic and political histories. Missing, however, is a consideration of whether the identities of the substances with which he begins his analysis also have a history. What does it mean, in other words, to speak of 'coal'? Answering this question takes us back to the long eighteenth century, when fossil substances were being increasingly mined and exploited across significant parts of Europe. As demonstrated in this essay, coal's identity and uses were open matters at the time. As the philosopher Annemarie Mol writes, " [O] ntology is not given in the order of things […] instead ontologies are brought into being, sustained, or allowed to wither away in common, day-to-day, sociomaterial practices."4 Chemists, natural historians, encyclopedists, scientific societies, mine operators, landowners, investors, inventors, policy-makers and law courts all contributed to shaping coal's identity, classification and use. As they deliberated, they could not know that the sum of their efforts would fuel historical development in the way that has been retrospectively explained by binding coal's 'essential' identity to industrialization.
In what follows, the initial openness of coal's identity is examined. The first section examines the categorizations through which encyclopedists, natural historians and chemists sought to define and situate coal in the realm of nature. The second section zooms in on a series of British cases in which coal was regarded as a 'political' substance whose identity could only be resolved through legal deliberation regarding its use. In the third section we shift our attention to France and examine the evolving identity of coal as a 'natural resource' . We do so by considering those for whom the opening and governed exploitation of coal mines was integrated with simultaneous efforts to improve the soil and society. In other words, French chemists, entrepreneurs and offi-cials regarded coal mining as an element of oeconomic circulation of materials, meant to stimulate agricultural, industrial and social improvement. Coal's identity was, thus, not written in stone from the beginning of time. Rather it evolved during the period under investigation here in a field of historically open possibilities regarding understanding, use and socio-environmental amelioration.
Tentative Taxonomies
" [T] here is no standard coal […] the very word itself is a popular term, which has entered into science. "5 Even today, coal's identity is ambiguous. The product of decayed organic material, it is generally considered together with inorganic minerals and referred to as having fueled a "mineral based energy economy."6 It is variously classified scientifically in terms of the sort of plant remains that compose it (humic and sapropelic), its heating value and carbon content level (lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous and anthracite), and its chemical composition (this varies in virtually every sample because of local conditions). Classification according to chemical composition, unsurprisingly, has changed along with broader developments in analytic chemistry and its instrumentation. Coal's quadripartite division was only adopted internationally in a standardized way in the late 1930s, bringing a degree of stability after centuries of multiple systems and suggestions.
Part of this is traceable to eighteenth-century translations of the Latin term 'regnum lapideum' . While generally translated as 'mineral kingdom' (or similar cognates in other languages), Linnaeus defined this realm to include 'petrae' (simple stones), 'minerae' (composite/heterogenous stones) and 'fossilia' (aggre gate mixts containing both decayed animal and vegetable and substances classed as 'minerae'). In the early editions of his Systema Naturae, the class of minerae was further sub-divided into salts and sulfurs, the latter characterized [O]f all the productions of nature's three realms, it is this fossil which presents the most singularities and analytical difficulties […] In order to acquire a just idea of the constituent parts of charbon de terre, it is indispensible to submit samples from as many different lands as possible to chemical analysis.10
Sensible and qualitatively oriented chemistry, still closely related to medicine but also increasingly allied to the improvement of both agriculture and manufacture, provided the analytical tools for linking experimentally-revealed characteristics with a growing understanding of material composition and application. Textures, smells, colors and combustibility, uncovered in the laboratory, indicated whether a given sample of charbon de terre was sulfuric, pyritic, acid or alkaline, in addition to the relative amount of phlogiston it contained. In turn, this helped determine the nature of health risks to local miners and possible medical applications. It further indicated which samples represented sources usable for forge work, domestic heating or fertilizing the soil.11 Disciplinary skirmishes continued at least through the 1830s when William Hutton, agent for the Norwich Fire Insurance Company and amateur natural investigator, noted that every variety of this "fossil" he subjected to microscopic examination revealed the presence of "vegetable remains."12 Together with the University of London's botany professor John Lindley, he set out his findings and argued for more attention to what he called fossil botany. Like Morand, Hutton and Lindley justified their approach in opposition to natural history.
[N]either a barren nomenclature, destitute of all attempts at determining the relations that former species bore to those of our own era, nor supposed identifications of species by vague external characters, nor hasty determinations by analogies by means of partial views of structure, Saillant et Nyon, 1768 -1779 ), vol. 2, 1117 , vol. 4, 1384 . 11 Ibid., see e.g. vol. 2, pp. 980, 1143 , 1115 , 1150 -1159 , vol. 4, p. 1384 The 'science' these authors wished to serve was directed toward understanding the past. The fossil remains of plants found in various subterranean strata provided them with an as-yet underexplored "glimpse of the early history and condition of our Planet, and of the successive races of organized bodies which have existed upon it."14 Chemical inquiry insinuated itself differently in relation to the passage of time. Similarly able to assemble clues about the Earth's past, it was simultaneously poised to suggest possible futures, whether through its application to the promotion of health, the production of new commodities, the improvement of crop yields, or a more general, manipulable understanding of composition and decomposition. The successful movement of chemical knowledge and processes in and out of the laboratory depended on practical exactitude, but this was not enough to provide a definitive answer to coal's identity. Tentative taxonomies continue to this day and, as a recent study intriguingly argues, it is the element of time that is responsible for coal's ambiguous identity as a chemical substance. Longstanding tests "afford no information whatsoever […] about the nature of coal," while examining its source history emphasizes locally-situated particularities of character and composition. Perhaps it would be preferable simply, then, to "look to coal as a natural product that is subject to local and regional variations. "15 As the following section indicates, coal's identity remained a pressing issue from the late eighteenth until the mid-nineteenth century, even if -or especially because -the authority of science was insufficient to resolve the question. But if chemistry suggested trajectories of use that might shape coal's otherwise open future, might arguing back from these projected uses provide coal with a clear definition? Crucially this required more than just moving back and forth in time. It also entailed moving from the laboratory to legal courts and legislatures, where evidence was collected and weighed with different measures and identities were decided in a manner that went beyond 'laws of nature' to include those situated at the intersection of the state, society and the market. 
Adjudicating Identities
The biography of James Hutton (1726 Hutton ( -1797 Of the one kind is that fossil coal which melts or becomes fluid upon receiving heat; of the other, is that species of coal, found both in Wales and Scotland, which is perfectly infusible in the fire, and burns like coaks, without flame or smoak [sic] . The one species abounds in oily matter, the other has been distilled by heat, until it has become a caput mortuum, or perfect coal.19
As this passage indicates, the binary nature of 'coaliness' only revealed itself through time. The first coaly substance was fusible and burned with a flame, losing its phlogiston when heated. The second, more "perfect" coal was the residue of longstanding heat and fusion, which left behind a carbonic and combustible sort of phlogiston.
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For multiple meanings of the word 'oeconomy' , see the introduction to this volume. Significantly, Hutton's attention had previously been drawn to both the question of maintaining the earth's fertility and the identity of coal in circumstances that were other than purely intellectual. As an owner of farmland, Hutton held active experimental and financial interests in matters of fertility and fertilization, which led him to test the use of coal ash for improving crop yields. 20 As an investor and manager of the Forth and Clyde Canal in the Scottish lowlands, the financial success of which depended on being able to maximize the amount of goods that passed through it and minimize the duties that had to be paid on them, Hutton also became actively engaged in the question of coal's identity long before he penned his famous Theory.
With the passage of parliamentary legislation that set a higher duty for shipping excavated coal than for its close -but equally ill-defined -relative "culm", Hutton was anxious to set narrow boundaries around the former's identity and thereby lower the charges assessed on the fossil material that passed through the Forth and Clyde Canal. As he wrote in his 1777 pamphlet Considerations on the Nature, Quality and Distinctions of Coal and Culm, the lack of a legally recognized definition made it impossible to distinguish culm -purportedly the predominant fossil substance to pass through the canal -from coal. Neither did recourse to natural distinctions offer an easy solution.
It cannot be in the nature of the fossile [sic] substance that the distinction of coal and culm consists; for in many places of the kingdom, the same seam, stratum, or mine, produces what is esteemed either coal or culm, according as it is in large pieces or broken small; therefore so far as a judgment should be formed in this way, the distinction of coal and culm would appear to consist in nothing but great and small. On the other hand, it cannot be in the size alone, that culm differs from coal, because the smallest dust of a certain species of coal always pays the duty proper to coal […] It is therefore evident, that something else […] must be required in order to distinguish culm from coal; and it will appear reasonable to look for this in the purposes to which those several commodities may be strictly applicable.21 Of note in this passage is that it moves from speaking of the "nature" of a substance to the applicability of a commodity without any indication that a boundary exists between the two. Hutton was sure that the use to which a commodity could be put "depends truly on the nature of the substance in question," but argued that this was best revealed "from observations that may be made in the actual application of the commodity."22 While material identities were thus ascribed to nature by this logic, they were best sought -according to the same reasoning -through an investigation of marketable goods. Hutton's memoir was matched by ten months of lobbying the Treasury and Board of Customs in London and answered by at least one angry counter-pamphlet.23 In the end, Hutton suggested that fraud could easily be prevented and government revenues protected by a simple test that any revenue agent could perform. When the question arose of whether a barge shipment contained culm or coal, the attending agent had only to place a small sample in a crucible and attempt to light it; culm's fusibility would prevent it from sustaining the fire.24 The outcome, enshrined in the passage of Parliamentary legislation in December 1777, practically set the identities of culm and coal and prevented the erosion of profits that would have resulted from a refusal to distinguish culm from coal and grant a lower rate of duty for its transport.
As industrial developments created greater possibilities for the exploitation of materials, legislation and litigation were bound to follow. Questions of owner ship, transportation, safety, and revenues were aired and answered in legis lative assemblies, administrative offices and law courts. As seen in the case just discussed, establishing material identities was a crucial part of the process. And while this expanded the market for chemist-consultants, their involvement neither guaranteed a solution to the problem nor a trustworthy, scientific reputation for them.25 Consultants often disagreed with each other 22 Ibid. for reasons that spanned experimental evidence, training and interested involvement in the case at hand. Science at the bar exposed its practitioners and their disciplines to the fickle hybridity of a world at once material and social. When "nature" was deemed unable to provide acceptable guidelines, recourse was made to precedents of law and use, generously salted with the power of courtroom or parliamentary persuasion.26 A celebrated court case, heard in Edinburgh in 1853, brought all these elements together. A landowning couple, Mr & Mrs William Gillespie of Torbane hill, had leased a parcel of land to James Russel & Son, coalmasters. The lease granted the Russels the right to exploit "the whole coal, ironstone, ironore, limestone and fireclay (but not to comprehend copper, or any other minerals whatsoever, except those specified) in the lands of Torbanehill."27 They leased the land, which adjoined a parcel they were already working, because they assumed that the veins they had uncovered of what came to be called 'Cannel' , 'Boghead' or 'Turbanite' coal continued across the properties' boundary. Since it was a key ingredient in the newly burgeoning business of manufacturing paraffin, lubricants and lamp oil, the Russels stood to make a profit. The Gillespies, however, argued that this substance was not a kind of coal, but a mineral -hence, not covered by the lease. If the Russels wanted to exploit it, they should have to sign a new lease with a higher rate that reflected this added value.
More was at stake than the price of land, though. One of the major manufacturers who depended on a reasonably priced supply of this substance was James Young, who owed his position to a patent that explicitly named the ingredient in his process as 'coal' .28 Should the Gillespies win their case, he stood to lose his dominant industrial position; small wonder that he came to the Russels' aid. As the court case unfolded, twenty-eight geologists, mineralogists, chemists and engineers gave testimony on behalf of the Gillespies; forty-one spoke on behalf of the Russels. The judge finally charged the jury to ignore the conflicting scientific evidence in favor of whether Gillespie had included this disputed mineral as coal in the original lease. " [Y] ou are to determine whether it is coal or is not coal," he pronounced, "in the language spoken science in the nineteenth century," British Journal for the History of Science 29 (1996) The results were mixed. The Gillespies went away feeling cheated and continued to seek redress through the courts. Individual scientific reputations were publicly attacked, which emphasized the fragility of science's claim to objectivity. Young's victory was shaky and short-lived. The advertised value of this commodity -recently identified through litigation as coal -drew inventive competitors like moths to a flame; and, by the time his patent ran out in 1860, its value began to be eclipsed by the rise of shale-oil extraction. But the domain of coal's identity had grown, determined by the interpretation of a legal document rather than the authority of science.
A Fertile Fossil
The connections between coal and industrialization, along with the social and environmental inequalities and degradation they brought in their combined wake, have been seared into our cultural consciousness by novels such as D.H. Lawrence's Sons and Lovers and Women in Love and Emile Zola's Germinal. Coal, in these literary monuments, warmed the homes and lined the financial portfolios of owners as it blackened the short and miserable lives of workers whose families had to fight even for the right to glean the dusty leftovers of shipments sent to stoke the fires of industry.30 These processes have been traced forward from the second half of the nineteenth century with great effect, but carrying them back in time risks papering over important developments. Generally overlooked in histories that return to the eighteenth century is a combination of contemporary recognition of coal's various identities and the presence of oeconomic initiatives that incorporated the reclamation of coal fields into visions of socio-environmental improvement.31 Focusing on these developments is not to deny coal's involvement in industrialization. It is to recall that the historical trajectory along which this involvement unfolded was neither necessary nor inevitable; alternative routes forward were acknowledged and explored. The Compagnie des Mines d' Anzin, one of France's largest industrial enterprises in the nineteenth century and setting for key scenes in Germinal, illustrates this. Established in 1757, its incorporation document is couched in Enlightenment terms that describe serving the public good as a primary goal. Beyond rhetoric, the company stood out during its first several decades for providing its workers with housing, medical care, education and retirement pensions.32 With this in mind, the rest of this section attends to the ways in which coal's multiple identities were intertwined with the projection of alternative historical futures in France during the second half of the long eighteenth century.
Historians usually situate eighteenth-century French coal prospecting between a deforesting past and an industrializing future. However, the fact that other -often more abundant and easier to access-energy sources were available, reminds us that presenting coal as the driver of industrialization imports a teleological perspective into historical interpretation.33 Throughout the eighteenth century wood and peat remained the most commonly used fuels in French households and factories, while the energy supplied by animals, humans, wind-and waterpower continued to top the share of fuel in At mid-eighteenth century, French nobles were especially prominent among those who mobilized their assets to capitalize on the newly discovered coal fields in northern France.39 And here, the promise of mining coal for its fertile ash was attractive -accessing the subsoil to bolster soil fertility. Recognizing an analogy with Dutch successes using peat ash for fertilizer, many nobles invested in coal mining to seek local substitutes that would free them from dependence on imported coal ash from Hainault in the Southern Netherlands and wood and peat ash from the Netherlands.40 Their efforts were partly trig- Inhabitants on the French side of the border, long accustomed to securing supplies of wood-, peat-and coal ash via these areas, now faced fees that could be raised at will by foreign rulers.41 Noble French landowners, involved in managing vast tracts of arable fields, had a direct interest in relieving this insecure supply of fertilizers.42 This led them to invest in coalmines for two reasons. First, coalmines granted access to coal that, when burned for fuel, left fertile ashes -the use of which as fertilizer for arable agriculture was widely documented in agricultural handbooks going back to the late sixteenth century.43 Second, in some cases it was possible to mine specially targeted fossils that could be directly manufactured into fertilizers.
This last strategy gained import in 1753, when coal prospectors in Picardy found shallow deposits of a substance that spontaneously combusted. In a report on their discovery, the intendant of the local administrative center (at Soisson, near Laon) noted that "cultivators and laborers" had found a way to control this spontaneous combustion to produce blackish or reddish ashes that "contained salts specific to vegetation."44 The report soon circulated widely. The intendant communicated the findings to the Inspecteur-général des manufactures de Picardie, who was charged with consulting the central Council of Commerce on new policies.45 The Inspecteur appealed to cultivators and land managers across the country, to harness and experiment with the fertile fossils. As such, the report was taken up in Diderot's Encyclopédie in 1766 and included by the agriculturalist, inspector general of the marine and Académie cultural and industrial improvement, 1750-1800," History and Technology 30 (2014) 
des sciences member Henri Louis Duhamel du Monceau in his popular
Descriptions des arts et métiers -reaching a wide audience of aristocrats and governors.46 By this time, more than fifty new coalmines, the explicit purpose of which was to mine for these self-combustible fossils, had been listed in the region. (see Table 2 .1.) The fertilizers manufactured from their yields circulated as "cendres de charbon de terre", "cendres d'engrais" or "houille d'engrais" (the term houille was the word for coal used in Lorraine and around Liège). Farmers eagerly bought and used them as fertilizer in arable agriculture. To govern these and other coal mining activities, France's royal administration took an intermediary role, reconciling the drive toward 'improvement' with nobles' assets and the know-how of practitioners. As landowners, the noblemen of northern France were entitled to the land's surface, but the crown could lay claim to everything underneath. By a new decree of 1744 the government assumed control over the distribution of mining concessions, reaffirming that a royal permit was required to open a mine.47 Officials prioritized noble requests, but only if they kept production going and hired experts to do the job. In this role, the administration stimulated the exploitation of Picardy's coalfield as a natural resource for the domestic production of fertilizers. For example, one nobleman acquired a concession to quarry all the land between the villages of Ham and Laon, including, as the official document read, the property of others who were currently "unable to undertake the exploitation," provided that he would mine for cendres de charbon de terre, consult other ash mining companies and hire proper "gens de l'art" from Flanders.48
The strategy worked. Already in 1766, administrative reports cited over 400 farmers using coal-based fertilizers in the region of Aisne in Picardy alone.49 Subsequent surveys continued to cite their frequent use throughout northern France until well into the second half of the nineteenth century.50 Stabili- The following is based on the empirical information provided in M. Lenglen, "Etude de quelques particularités relatives à l'Histoire des Engrais," Bulletin des Engrais 10 (1937): 222-24, 257-59, 305-08, 318-20, 353-55, 380-82, 403-06, 449-53. 50 Christophe zation of mining, production and use of cendres de charbon de terre, however, was not straightforward. Its difficult history provides further evidence, of widespread engagement with mining coal for fertilizers, of the involvement of chemistry in these endeavors, and of the changing identity of coal in the period around 1800. To begin, the new fossils were initially surrounded by much publicity, as newspaper announcements and advertising posters boasted of the fertilizing quality of what was mined -often without regard to the detailed rules for how to convert these fossils into fertilizers.51 High promises could backfire, as some farmers soon started reporting on diminishing returns, voicing fears of longterm soil depletion. In his previously mentioned report, the intendant also acknowledged the occasional hesitations, citing local concerns that cendres de charbon de terre might harm the soil by their burning properties, that they would give a bad taste to crops and keep fodders green for too long, against the taste of the cattle.52 One prominent physician joined the skeptics, namely Joseph Raulin (1708-1784), royal pensionary and inspector-general of mineral waters. Raulin argued in a published treatise that the self-combustible fossil, when turned into ash, developed a high concentration of vitriolic acid that was harmful to skin and eyes. When used as fertilizer in fodder cultivation, these properties might be communicated to the crops, causing cattle diseases. The mined substances were surely useful, he stressed, but precautions and strict guidelines were required.53 Merchants who traded in Dutch wood-and peat ashes, operating close to the border with the Southern Netherlands (near Cambrai), mobilized such arguments to put pressure on local authorities. These, in turn, started circulating warnings on the potential dangers of mined coal ash (as opposed to the ashes retrieved as a byproduct from burning fuel). Meanwhile, at least one northern French municipality communicated a citizen petition to their provincial council with complaints about increased fire risks, recent disease outbreaks and sulfurous fumes damaging fruit trees, all linked to the nearby cendrières where the self-combustible fossils were transformed into fertilizers. Some agricultural societies tried to dismiss these protests on the ground that they were initiated by landowners with a vested interest in obstructing coal excavation on their lands. Others argued that bad experiences were caused by the fraudulent circulation of forged species. 51 Lenglen, "Etude" (see note 49). 52
Méliand 1766, "Houille," pp. 267-68 (see note 44). 53
Joseph Raulin, Examen de la houille, considérée comme engrais des terres (Paris: Vincent, 1775).
Meanwhile, chemically trained officials tried to steer ongoing practices in a good direction. They did so by classifying the mined fossils and formulating strict rules for identification and usage, tied to explicated improvement goals. Practicing chemists at the Académie des sciences, such as Jean Hellot and Gabriel Jars, took the lead in developing the administrative organization of both mining and the use of mined substances.54 Combining chemical inquiry with diplomacy and political management, both traveled abroad to examine a wide array of mined substances and their organized extraction. In this context, Hellot experimented with cendres de charbon de terre in the small-scale setting of his garden.55
Another member of the Académie, Duhamel du Monceau, followed up on these experiments. After chemically analyzing excavated ashy coal substances in his own laboratory retort, Duhamel discussed their simultaneously natural and political attributes in his widely translated Éléments d' Agriculture (1762).56 As such, he formulated detailed guidelines for finding, extracting and using cendre de charbon de terre. This particular "caustic earth", he stressed, "announces itself" by leaving an oily film covering any surface waters in its surroundings.57 To convert it into fertilizer, it should be watered slightly, mashed and kneaded into cakes of seven inches in diameter, arranged to form conical structures, allowing well-ventilated, slow combustion that should last for up to three days, before being spread over the land in early spring, in a ratio of sixty to eighty pounds per acre.
Similarly, the intendant adopted sensuous chemical classifications in his original report, to summarize ongoing practices and extract rules for ascertaining quality and proper use of mined self-combustible fossils.58 He classified the mined fossils as a salty and bituminous type of "fossil coal", verifiable by its sulfurous odor and the way it lit up when placed in the smoldering remains of a fire. Once the odor faded away, it could be used to cultivate grains, vegetables, vines and fodders, or to maintain meadows. 54 Gillispie The written reports of chemically trained officials further circulated through a network of agricultural societies. This way, their descriptions of local practices and their chemical assessments were attached to articulated improvement goals. Tellingly, the initiative to establish these societies -some fifteen founded in 1761-1763 -came jointly from the noblemen Louis-François-Henri de Menon, marquis de Turbilly and the controller-general of finance Henri Bertin. The texts that these societies produced suggest that the initiatives to enroll coalmines in soil fertility management should not be understood solely as a response to international politics. Rather, they extend beyond the quest for import substitution to include broader concerns with oeconomy. The largely noble coal entrepreneurs sought to bridge tradition and change, tying productive investment to promotion of publicly beneficial arts and sciences.59 On one hand, they sought to maintain feudal customs of landownership and land cultivation in the face of competitors keen to exploit subterranean resources. On the other, they joined an emerging network of self-proclaimed improvers, involving themselves in the formulation of oeconomic norms, values and goals.
For example, in a series of published treatises on cendres de charbon de terre, the baron Léon de Perthuis de Laillevault (1757-1818), member of the Société d'agriculture de Meaux, emphasized that efforts to promote their use first sprang from "the study of morality."60 His writings exemplify the prevailing stance among improvers to present the maintenance of both soil fertility and society-wide improvement as a morally informed project, made possible by organized material exchange and chemical inquiry. Such exchange and inquiry were needed to build self-supporting moral communities, they believed, resilient to the vicissitudes of war and international competition.61 Having visited several coalmines and farms while garrisoned in northern France as an army engineer, the baron decided to do his part by communicating his experiences, noting the confusion arising from the various terms indiscriminately used by other writers. He distinguished three types of mined earths: peat, brownish, light, mixed with plant materials and extractable from marshes; houille, a pyritic substance, darker, heavier, purer and extractable from strata as deep as forty feet; and charbon, the darkest, heaviest, purest and deepest.62 The baron described various applications of the ashes of houille that he had witnessed, including, beyond fertilization, the treatment of diseased cows with the fumes and waters flowing from cendrières.63 Duhamel also linked his chemical assessment of fertile fossils to a more inclusive political program of mixed social and material resource husbandry, centering around agriculture. As the historian Etienne Stockland has argued, his politics should not be seen as deriving from physiocracy, understood as a school of thought that theorized agriculture as the backbone of (national) surplus production. Rather, it was bound to a practice-based form of political oeconomy.64 Duhamel promoted collaboration together with a hierarchical division of labor, in which landowners would enable trials; magistrates would protect participating tenants; naturalists would generalize local practices; clergymen would instruct their subjects based on published communication; and working farmers would develop insights through practice.65 Defining agriculture as both a "science" and a "branch of government," he viewed such collaborative work as forming, "the true basis of commerce" and moral well-being, as it "estranges [inhabitants] from Vice" and spreads "sentiments of probity. "66 Agricultural historians mostly remember Duhamel for propagating the work of Jethro Tull (1674-1741), who sought to circumvent manuring by introducing new sowing and ploughing devices. Yet in both his Traité de la culture des terres suivant les principes de M. Tull (6 vols. 1750 de M. Tull (6 vols. -1761 and in his Éléments d'agriculture, Duhamel embraced fertilizers as central to his project and advertized mined coal ashes as part of an extensive list of fertilizer production. Tying ash-based fertilization to the promotion of discarded or previously neglected "litter", he called on every citizen to search for similar "hidden treasures."67 Duhamel organized the search by distinguishing between fertilizers from the mineral kingdom (including mined cendre de charbon de terre, but also "the ashes of the fossil-coal burnt in glass-houses, brew-houses and other manu -factories", "old rubbish of mortar", "rubbish of old walls", etc.) the vegetable kingdom (including "soot of Chimney-sweepers", "saw-dust", "sea-wreck", etc.) and the animal kingdom (including "the offals and cleansings of slaughterhouses", discarded leather "cuttings", "night-soil", etc.). 68 Assembling a wealth of such discarded materials might have been straightforward, but they had to be carefully processed to take part in the enactment of the desired socio-material order. Duhamel provided rich information on how to carry this out in practice. Organizing his discussion along the two standard modes of contemporary chemical production -the wet and dry way, he noted that "sensible farmers" accumulated their litter in watered holes, then laid it to rot, while the extracted juices in the holes further "served to enrich and rot the fresh litter."69 Alternatively, farmers stuffed decaying materials into kilns that were specially constructed to allow for slow burning, yielding ashes impregnated with fertile salts. (See Figure 1. ) Such discussion was not uncommon among French amateurs. The marquis de Turbilly, patron of the provincial agricultural societies, for example, likewise acknowledged that when preparing "artificial manure […] if we lack water, we must turn to fire." 70 As valued by these writers, the mined fossils thus gained political attributes. When carefully selected and prepared, they could join other resources to maintain self-supporting moral communities. This vision, in turn, translated into expressions of what constituted good 'oeconomy' , connected to values of diligence, thrift and avoidance of waste. Duhamel concluded that proper collaborative management prevented the resources embodied in materials, soils and people from being squandered. "Thus, the best advice I can give to good oeconomists, is first to get their plowed lands in proper order, before they think of breaking up wastes." 71 While numerous aristocratic enthusiasts experimented with communicated techniques on their own estates, the oeconomic vision of mutually attuned social classes, materials and landscapes to which promoters attached these techniques obviously failed to materialize. But even if a durable interaction between agricultural societies, mostly occupied by local administrators and aristocrats, and practicing farmers was not achieved, the continued engage ments with mining and using fertile fossils in northern France shows that individual successes were booked.72
In the long run, however, these activities became disconnected from the Western-European coal business. During the first half of the nineteenth century, the regional involvement of coal mines in soil fertility management was increasingly overshadowed by the contemporary growth of mechanizing industry. As mining of coal for fuel increased, dramatically altering the sociomaterial landscape as it brought improvement for some, these once innovative practices faded into what was perceived as the homogenous fabric of rural traditionalism, gradually narrowing coal's recognized identity.
The historical trajectories that helped shape this development are vast and complex, as the daily use of coal, the political organization of mining and the classification of matter continued to be deeply entangled. Very briefly, a new series of coal-fired steam engines of the early nineteenth century began to allow for more efficient use of coal as fuel, making it an increasingly attractive power source in places where capital investment and access to coal converged -this last extended by expanding transport systems. This went hand in hand with increased consumption of coal as fuel in European industry, reinforced by contemporary industrial upscaling. In this context, the Compagnie des Mines d' Anzin quickly monopolized the resources to mine and sell French coal with the financial aid of Parisian private bankers and sustained governmental tariff protection.73 As the uses of French coal were mounting, coal's recognized identity was both narrowed and generalized as fossil fuel. Meanwhile, at midnineteenth century, the fertile ashes once known as cendres de charbon de terre came to be referred to in purchase agreements and scientific textbooks as the very particular "cendres noires de Picardie".74 
Conclusion
What, then, is coal? This essay provides at least two lessons that help answer this question in a historically meaningful way. The first takes us back to Timothy Mitchell's discussion of what he calls coal and oil's "socio-technical agencies."75 As powerfully insightful as his analysis is, he begins by classifying these substances as carbon fuels, thereby black-boxing their material identities -even as he integrates them in his analysis. By including the material character of coal in the historically evolving mix out of which its identity flows, this essay suggests the interpretive fecundity of recognizing that agency is at once social, technical and material. By mutually informing each other through time, these three aspects constitute an entity's historically evolving identity. Coal was not always already a carbon fuel, leading ineluctably to the socio-technical promises and threats of the industrial world. Rather, its identity evolved over time through interaction with and use of its embodied properties (themselves quite situational in character) in the field, the laboratory and the workshop, on the printed page, in the marketplace, courts and legislative assemblies. This first lesson thus responds to a broad tendency to consider a substance's identity as providing a source of historical explanation, based on its purportedly ahistorical character. The argument made here is that this is precisely what needs to be investigated because the entwinement of the material with the social and the technical renders identity innately historical. The second lesson relates to the historical consideration of substances as commodities. This essay illustrates the struggles entailed in transforming coal from an inchoate field of confusedly classified material substances into more clearly identified and regulated substances liable to profitable excavation and exploitation. So too does it document contestations and alternatives. In doing so, it reminds us that considering substances such as coal as 'resources' should not be done in a narrow economic sense.76 Neither is it warranted to focus narrowly on the historical links between material 'resources' such as coal and the technological contrivances with which they were processed and put to use. In both these cases, a further step often involves speaking of 'human capital' whereby people, along with their knowledge and skill are viewed as one more set of resources that contributed to economically measured productivity. This essay has instead shown how human actors and the socio-material networks in which they were engaged sometimes worked toward goals other than economic progress for its own sake, oeconomically seeking to steward human and material 'resources' in ways that benefited both nature and society. Given that concerns with the combined economic and environmental crises we currently face have led to paying increased attention to the era covered by this essay and volume of which it is a part -viewing it as the birthplace of modern industrialization, environmental decline and socio-geographical inequalities -recognizing the past existence of such alternatives might prove salutary as we plan for our future. The Case of Coal 
